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THE COMING AGE OF

IMPACT

Impact valuation has come a long
way from its initial appearance in an
environmental profit and loss statement. What is its role in measuring
purpose, how does it relate to impact
investing, who are the players
involved – and what is next?

time, the event was open to external participants
and over 1,100 people registered. The event brought
together thought leaders and experts from academics,
governments, investors, companies and institutions
and powerfully contextualized impact valuation in
this era of accelerated change. The panels explored
the multiple linkages between the role of business
in society, upcoming legislations and the evolution
of financial and non-financial reporting standards.

By Sonja Haut

Insights from the Co-Creating
Impact Summit at Novartis

Measuring purpose
Any decent company strategy starts with the definition of its purpose. A strong purpose would allow
the company to grow. Success stories like Disney
demonstrate the transformative difference a strong
purpose can have on long-term value creation. The
mass media company grew from the business of
producing animation movies to the business of telling
stories. The latter opened opportunities to enter into
completely new markets like merchandise and entertainment resorts. For companies whose purpose
is anchored in the spirit of delivering profitable
solutions to societal and environmental challenges,
classical metrics of performance are rarely sufficient.
This assessment applies to financial metrics as well
as to non-financial, or ESG (Environmental, Social,
Governance) metrics. Current ESG metrics mostly
focus on inputs and outputs, but not on outcomes
and impacts. By measuring and valuing what is material to all stakeholders, impact valuation checks
how their well-being is affected by business operations and by business decisions. A framework published in January 2021 (see info box) outlines how
to embed and operationalize corporate purpose
through impact measurement.

The boom in impact investment
Impact is emerging as the new language of business
and countless companies seek to express their relevance to stakeholders under the umbrella term of
impact. Above all, impact becomes a buzzword
for investors also. According to the Global Impact
Investing Network, the size of the impact investment
market is rapidly growing from USD 500 bn in 2019
to over USD 700 bn in 2020. The divide between
traditional impact investing and mainstream impact
investing is disappearing and according to MSCI
Investment Insights 2021, 57% of institutional investors focus on impact metrics in their ESG activities. This evolution inspires the imagination of many,
not dissimilar to a gold rush. The article Big data
helps put numbers on sustainability (see info box)
provides a synopsis of these developments.

Any company that has
not yet started to
embrace ESG and to
embed it into its
operations should press
on to do so.

The practice of impact valuation
Yet surprisingly, the understanding of impact and,
particularly, of measuring impact – including the
impact of business activities on society and the
environment, and positive as well as negative
components – remains surprisingly non-uniform,
unintegrated and patchy. Much more knowledge is
required, and a greater dispersion of the existing
knowledge. As a contribution to this necessary and
critical dialogue, Novartis held the 3rd Co-Creating
Impact Summit together with its Impact Valuation
Advisory Council on December 9, 2020. For the first

As participants from a broad variety of industries
confirmed, the summit was rich in learnings and
insights. The following summarizes a subjective
selection of key takeaways by the author. First, the
amount of energy and activity around these topics
is enormous. Any company that has not yet started
to embrace ESG and to embed it into its operations
should press on to do so. Companies already embarked
on the journey need to expand their impact-related
capabilities to stay ahead of the curve. Second, the
level of convergence is already higher than generally
noticed. Apart from the convergence of the reasons
to move beyond the existing paradigms, there is even
an emerging convergence on how to proceed and
what aspects to tackle. Third, the need for a marketpartnered or market-lead experimentation remains
essential to ensure that legislation has the intended
effect, that new reporting standards are not primarily a burden but effectively supporting decisions of
policy, investment and resource allocation.
Inevitably, corporate reporting will be substantially altered as the various threads combine and
reveal the fabric of the age of impact. The CoCreating Impact Summit shed some light on scenario analysis as a promising tool to help companies
to move from disorientation to making sense.
Nothing is so stable as change (Bob Dylan). But
with change comes opportunity – and with measuring and valuing the total impact of corporations
and initiatives, there is an unprecedented opportunity to articulate the connectivity between purpose
and performance.
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•

Interested in joining the Co-Creating Impact Summit
2021? Block December 2 and send an email to:
creating.impact@novartis.com

•

Co-Creating Impact Summit 2020 recordings, virtual
exhibition and other highlights: bit.ly/3tM54dv

•

Oxford Initiative on Rethinking Performance:
bit.ly/3c72nx9

•

FT article Big data helps put numbers on
sustainability: on.ft.com/313Xu1R
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